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T. A. Nartker
December 31, 1991

I. Board of Advisors Activity

None.

II. Symposium Activity

Plans for our Symposium are proceeding weil. Twenty-two papers have
been accepted and an advanced program has been printed and is being mailed.
A copy is attached as AFpendix A.

III. Staff Activity

Recruiting
We ,have employed two new Software Engineer's. Mrs. Julie Borsack has

accepted a position to manage text retrieval software systems and Mrs. Debbie
Wallace will manage our GT1 database as well as new foreign language

. databases. Both will begin work in January.

Travel
T. Nartker attended the First International Conference on Document

Analysis and Retrieval held in St. Malo, France in October.
Also in October, T. Nartker visited the Irish Science and Technology Agency

(EOLAS), in Dublin, Ireland.
K. Taghva and T. Nartker attended the annual ACM SIGIR conference in

Chicago in October. Kazem also attended the NSF workshop on Text-Retrieval
which preceded the conference.

J. Kanai made a three week intensive tour of Japan to survey Japanese
activity in both industrial and academic organizations in OCR. A summary report
will be available in the next few weeks.

K. Taghva, J. Minor, T. Nartker, and S. Rice traveled to Washington, DC in
December to paa'ticipate in discussions at the DOE concerning testing of the
JSPACE enhanced version of the BasisPlus text-retrieval system.
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Papers accepted or presented
In October, R. Bradford and T. Nartker presented their paper titled "Error

Correlation in Contemporary OCR Systems" at the International Conference on
Document Analysis and Recognition in St. Malo, France.

Also in October, T. Nartker gave an invited presentation to the Information
and Space Technologies staff at EOLAS (Ireland) on ISRI research.

Also in October, K. Taghva and T. Nartker presented an invited paper titled
"Applications of Information Retrieval Technology" A Position Paper," at the NSF
Workshop on Future Directions in Text Analysis, Retrieval, and Understanding,
which was held in Chicago Illinois.

T. Nartker, J. Kanai, and S. Rice have submitted a paper titled "A
Preliminary Report on OCR Problems in LSS Document Conversion" to the 2nd
annual Nuclear Waste Management Conference to be held in Las Vegas in April
of 1992. The paper has been accepted. A copy is attached as Appendix B.

IV. Document Analysis Program

OCR Devices

We have acquired copies of three software OCR systems during the subject
quarter. These are:

Pr0d0¢t Company Available Toolkit
Perceive Ocron Corporation Yes
Recognita Plus Recognita Corporation Yes
Type Reader Expervision Promised

Steve Rice is installing the firs'_ _;vo ._f these at the the current time. Expervision
promises to deliver a toolkit in January. We have finally made a contact within
the Caere Corporation who has indicated a desire to provide us a copy of
Omnipage PRO 2.0 which we can install and test. Mr. Serge Blanc at Caere has
stated that, although a toolkit does not now exist, he hopes to provide a special
version of their system tailored for our needs sometime this spring.

OCR Test system
Steve Rice has completed an enhanced version of our zoning utility. He

continues to work with Allen Condit on the communications link portion
(Ethernet TCPMP) of the OCR server.

OCR Databases/GT1

With help from Lois Dickey, we have identified 38 tapes which contain LSS
data not received last Fall. Andrew Bagdanov is making copies of these and
returning the original reels to the DOE. Lois will work with Deborah Wallace to
develop a salvage plan. Significant progress will require someone full-time (i.e.
Debbie) to manage the effort.
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OCR Databases/Foreign languages
R. Bradford, J. Kanai, F. Jenkins, & T. Nartker are conducting a literature

survey of published work on OCR in Japanese, Cyrillic, Chinese, and Arabic. They
are also investigating sources of material for Ground-Truth testing in each of
these languages.

During the subject period, Dr. Huei Chuang at IDI provided a set of 5 pages
of printed Chinese documents and corresponding text on diskette. A copy of
these pages is attached as Appendix C. The number of characters is small, but
they are our first non-English ground-truth database.

We expect to begin receiving other foreign language databases from ORD
during the next quarter. Deborah Wallace will manage these databases.

Dr. Junichi Kanai visited Japan in December and made several valuable
contacts there. Although the Japanese have developed databases for OCR
research, they are of limited use for ORD test purposes. He suggests that data for
ground-truth testing of Japanese OCR devices will need to be tailored to ORD
requirements (see Dr. Kanai's Survey of Japanese OCR Technology).

t)CR Experiments
None. Further experiments have been postponed until we have more

devices to test and until more of our GT1 test data has been verified. The Caere

Omnipage Board is currently not a competitive product. The current Caere
software system (Omnipage PRO 2.0) is known to be a vastly superior product
but, so far, it cannot be installed in our system. Similarly, the Toshiba Express
Reader is not reliable enough to be a competitive OCR product. Until we install w_
other competitive OCR (software) systems, we have only the Kurzweil and the
Calera to test. Thus, we have chosen to postpone further device testing until
more of the competing devices are available. We hope to begin our next round
of device testing shortly after our Symposium in March.

OCR Technical reports/thesis
Mr. Tom Kurilla finished his M.S. Project paper, and passed his oral

examination, in December. Tom submitted a literature survey on "Skew
Detection and Page Orientation Methods in Optical Character Recognition." Tom's
paper is attached as Appendix D.

Kevin Grover and Steve Rice have produced a report titled "GT0.5' Sample
#1 Voting errors." Each character error produced by the majority voting
algorithm on Sample #1 is shown. (ali 3596 errors) For each word in error, the
report shows the image of the word blown up by a factor of three, followed by
the correct ASCII text, followed by the text output from the voting algorithm. On
one hand, the report gives a very detailed view of the kinds of errors made by
current devices. On the other, it demonstrates our ability to automatically
synchronize text streams and to count recognition errors.

!
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Interaction with PCR vendors

Representatives from several PCR companies visited us during the quarter.
Mr. Denis Coleman, from Cognitive Technology Corporation visited in October.
Mr. Dave Emmett and Ms. Mindy Bokser from Calera visited us in December. Dr.
Sam Ang, from Expervision also visited in December. Ali three companies have
expressed an interest in utilizing our experimental facilities in testing future
versions of their product.

Interaction with PCR research organizations
Dr. Andreas Dengel from the German research center for artificial

intelligence visited us in November. Dr. Dengle gave a seminar, titled "How to
Build New Generation Reading Machines." In the future, there is some possibility
of interaction with research projects at his center. Currently, he is focused on
the automatic recognition and processing of business letters.

V. Text.Retrieval Program
As mentioned in previous reports, our text-retrieval program is scheduled

to begin activities in 1992.

TR Software systems
Julie Borsack will begin installing the BasisPlus text retrieval system in

January. She will be responsible for supporting text-retrieval software systems
and associated experimental system development.

TR Test system
Installation of the SUN SPARCstation IPC, our text-retrieval file server

(designated Champion), is complete.

TR Databases

No activity.

TR Experiments
Bryan Bullard, Shanti Kumar, and Xinnong Yang have continued their

literature review. They are looking at Postgres and at LQ-text.

' TR Technical reports/thesis
None

Interaction with TR vendors

In December, we met Dr. Earlene Busch of Information Access Systems and
learned more about the JSPACE product during our visit to the DOE in
Washington DC (see travel). Also, Bob Young from Centech visited us in
November to keep us informed about their progress in adding JSPACE to
BasisPlus. Our effort to help evaluate the potential DOE use of JSPACE continues.



VI. Institute Activity

Institute visitors
Date Visitor Agency

10/23/91 Dr. Alan Blandamer Vitro Corporation
10/23/91 Mr. John Soloman Input Solutions Inc.
10/23&24 Mr. Roger Bradford & SAIC

Ms. Lois Dickey
10/2 4 / 91 Mr. Denis Coleman CTC Corporation
10/24/91 Mr. Robert Young The Centech Group
11 / 0 6 / 91 Mr. Dan Graser DgE
1 1/ 1 4/91 Dr. Maxim Bohlmann Xerox Corporation
1 1/ 1 8/91 Dr. Andreas Dengel German research center

for artificial intelligence
11 / 1 8/91 (6 Russian Scientists) Star Treaty, On-site team
12/03/91 Mr. Val Kerrigan & Federal Bureau of Investigation

Dr. Wen-wu Shen

12/04/91 Mr. Dave Emmett, VP Eng. & Calera Corporation.
Ms. Mindy Bokser

12 / 1 8 / 91 Dr. Sam Ang, President Expervision

New agency contacts/ new research proposals
The following special contacts were made during the subject period:

_ Contacl_
11/08/91 Cray Research Dr. Bahram Nassersharif
11/14/91 Xerox Special Info. Services Dr. Maxim Bohlmann
12/03/91 FBI Mr. Val Kerrigan &

Dr. Wen-wu Shen

Dr. J. Kanai & Dr. S. Latifi have submitted a proposal to Cray Research, Inc.
for funds to conduct a research project in Arabic (and Farsi) OCR. They propose
to attempt to segregate Arabic characters (and/or to recognize words) using
neural-nets on the UNLV Cray Y/MP. A copy of this proposal is attached as
Appendix E. We are optimistic about receiving funds from Cray for this project.
Awards will be announced in early 1992.

Through our association with Larry Spitz, Dr. Maxim Bohlmann at Xerox
Special Information Services has contacted us and indicated their interest in
supporting our research. Xerox is willing to provide several different software
systems, free of charge, which might be of significant value. We plan to visit
Xerox in Pasadena and at Xerox PARC in January.

The FBI has a requirement to evaluate current OCR technologies which can
accept Spanish language documents. During their visit, we discussed several
types of projects in which we could be of significant help. Further discussions
are expected early in 1992.

I
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VII. Goals Achieved/Goals for Next Quarter

Goals from last quarter:
1) Continued recovery of prototype data has been postponed until

Deborah Wallace can supervise this effort.

2) We have acquired our first Ground-Truth dataset for foreign language
testing. (see Appendix C) We are investigating software available from
Xerox to manage foreign language databases.

3) See report titled "GT0.5' Sample #1 Voting errors."

4) Perceive, Recognita Plus, and Type Reader have been received and are
being installed.

5) OCR server architecture is in progress.

6) julie and Deborah will start in January.

7) Early discussions with the FBI were promising. We have hopes that our
experimental system can serve FBI needs.

I ......... " ..............



Goals for next quarter:
1) Conduct our first "Symposium in Document Analysis & Information

Retrieval."

2) Complete the orientation of Deborah Wallace and Julie Borsack. Begin
definition of expanded data salvage and text-retrieval programs.

3) Acquire and install Omnipage Professional from Caere (& new product
from CTC Corp. & LiOCR from Ligature) and expand device evaluation
tests.

4) Complete version 2 of the vendor-independent interface.

5) Continue to investigate the availability of foreign language databases and
software to support multiple-languagedatabases simultaneously. We
expect to begin receiving other foreign language databases for ground-
truth testing from ORD during the next quarter.

6) J. Kanai & T. Nartker will again offer a graduate course on Pattern &
Character Recognition during the Spring semester. Dr. G. Nagy, from RPI,
will be spending a portion of the Spring visiting our Institute. Dr. Nagy
will present a series of guest lectures on OCR. We are ceunting on his help
in defining our long term research program in OCR.

7) Continue to pursue additional sources of support for institute research.



APPENDIX A.

_ Preliminary Technical Program'

"Symposium on Document Analysis and Information Retrieval"
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March 16 - 18, 1992

Tropicana Hotel
Las Vegas, Nevada

Sponsored by the
Information Science Research Institute

and
The Howard R. Hughes College of Engineering

University of Nevada, Las Vegas
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CONFERENCE SCHEDULE 10:ooam.12:00pm (CONTINUED)
DocunN)nt Analysis Selmlon I SouthPacific6

e Document Structure Interpretation by Integrating
Multiple Knowledge Sources

SuzanneTaylor,MarkLipshutzandCarlWeir,
UnisysCenterforAdvancedInformationTechnology

7:00pm- 11:00pm A Framework of Layout Recognition for Document
Reception SouthPacific3 Understanding

ToyohideWatanabe,QinLuo,KazueSuglno,Nagoya
..................................................................._...............University,Japan;andTeruoFukumura,Chukyo

Hmmrl

12:00pm - 1:30pm
7:30am- 8:30am Lunch (no host)

Registration SouthPacific6

1:30pm- 2:45pm
8:30am - 8:45am Invited Session SouthPacific3

Welcome SouthPacific6
Retrieval From Large Text Databases

ThomasA. Nartker,Director BruceCroft,UniversityofMassachusetts,Amherst
InformationScienceResearchInstitute
HowardR.HughesCollegeofEng!neering 2:45pm- 3:00pm
UniversityofNevada,LasVegas Break

RobertC. Maxson,President
UniversityofNevada,LasVegas 3:00prrl- 5:00pm

Text Retrieval Seulon I SouthPacific3

WilliamR. W_lls,Dean
HowardR.HughesCollegeofEnglr.eedng A New Method for Full.Text Retrieval

Na.sm'inTavakoliandAlanRay,UniversityofNorthUniversityofNevada,LasVegas
CamltnaatCharlotte

8:45am - 9:45am
Invited Session SouthPacific6 Using Conceptual Graphs for/r4o,n,ation Retrieval:

A Framework for Adequate Representation and
What Does a Machine Need to Know to Reada Flexible Inferencing
Document SungH. Myaeng,SyracuseUniversity

GeorgeNagy,RensselaerPolytechnicInstitute
Document Analysis Using Attribute Gramme;=;

9:45am - 10:00am KarenA. Lemone,WorcesterPolytechnicInstitute
Refreshment Break SouthPacific6

Adaptive Information Retrieval Systems in Vector

10:00am- 12:00pm Model
Document Analysll Seulon I SouthPacific6 Jing.JyeYangandRobertR.Korfhage,Universityo_'

Pittsburgh

Skew Determination in CCITT Group 4 Compressed
Document Images IRIteringthe Pravda Witha Self.O_ganizingNeural

A. LawrenceSpitz,XeroxPaloAltoResearchCenter Net
J. C. Scholte=,UniversityofAmsterdam

Visual Global Context: Word Image Matching in a
Methodology for Degraded Text Recognition 6:30pm- 11:00pm

JonathanJ. Hull,SiamakKhoubyad,and TinKamHD, Dinner Great Hall
e StateUniversityofNewYorkat Buffalo Tour of FacUlties Beam

EngineeringBldg.
On Printed Music Score Symbol Recognition UNLV

BharathR. Modayur,RobertM. Hare,ckand
LindaG. Shap.lm,UniversityofWashington

I



Exploiting Linguistic Patterns for Information _
Problems in the Recognition of Poorly Printed Text Retrieval

TheoPavlidts,StateUniverstlyof NewYorkat Stony +
SungH.MyaengandElizabethD.Ltddy,Syracuse

Brook Unh/emily

9:45am - 10:00am An Investigation of a Conceptual Map of a Text .
Refreshment Break SouthPacific6 D_tabase for Retrieval

D. V.llama, Ben_'leyCollege;PadminlSrlnivasan,
10:00am- 12:00pm Unh/emityofIowa

Document Analysis Session II South Pacific 6

Using Classification in a Hypertext Information
Incorporation of a Markov Model of Language Retrieval System
Syntax in a Text Recognition Algorithm C.Chdsmant,C. Comparot,C.Jullen, F.Sedes,

JonathanJ. Hull,StateUniversityofNewYorkatBuffalo C. Soule-Dupuy,InstitutedeRechercheInInformatique
' deToulouse- UniversitePaulSabatler,France

Aspects of Knowledge Based Document Analysis
ThomasBayerandEberhardMandler,DaimlerBenz
ResearchCenter,Germany;FrankHonesandAndreas
Danget,GermanResearchCenterforArtificial
Intelligence,Germany

8:30am- 9:00am
Automatic Book Recognition Host Pressntatlon SouthPacific6

LuigiStrings,IstitutoperlaRicercaSclentifica

• Tacnologica,Ita_/ A Preliminary Report on UNL_/GTI" A Document/e
Image Library for Ground Truth Testing in Document--

Character Extraction From Half. ToneBackground Analysis and Character Recognition
HongYah, UniversityofSydney,Australia RogerBradford,SAIC;BarbaraC,erny,DOE;Thomas

Nartker,UNLV
A Structure Recognition Method for Japanese
Newspapers 9:00am -10:30am

QinLuo,ToyohideWatanabeandNoboruSuqle, Panel Session SouthPacittc6
NagoyaUniversity,Japan

Databases for Research and Testing in Document
12:00pm- 1:30pm Analysis and Information Retrieval

Lunch (no host) Moderator: RogerBradford

1:30pm- 2:45pm Panel Members: BruceCrott;EdFox;Jonathan
Invited Session SouthPacific3 Hull;GeorgeNagy;TheoPavlidis

10:30am- 10:45am
Building a User-CenteredDatabase From the ACM Refreshment Break South Pacific6
Literature

EdFox,VirginiaPolytechnicInstituteandState
University 10:45am- 11:30am

Document Analysis and SouthPacific6

2:45pm - 3:00pm Text Retrieval Session III

Break Document Recognition Using Qualitative Reasoning

3:00pm- 5:00pm HirokoFujlharaandAmitMukerjee,TexasA& M
Text Retrieval Session II South Pacific3 University

Selection Criteria for the Text in Text-Based
The Design and Development of a Database Model Systems
to Support Non.Linear Document Management AlkaIranl,NationalCentreforSoftwareTechnology,

JohnA.Gawkowskt,GeorgeRaudabaugh,Information India
Dimensions,Inc.,Dublin,Ohio

I .
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BruceCroftis a Professor in the Departmentof ComputerScience at the Universityof Massachusetts, Amherst,whichhe
joinedin1979. He receivedtheB.SC.(Honours)degreein1973,and anM.Sc. in1974fromMonashUniversityinMelbourne,
Australia. His Ph.D. degree (in Computer Science)was fromthe Universityof Cambridge,Englandin 1979, His research
interestsar_'_informal modelsof retrievalfor complex,text-basedobjects,text representationtechniques,the designand
implementationof textretrievalsystems,computer-supportedcooperativework,anduserinterfaces.Hehaspublishedmore
than 60 articleson these subjects.

Dr.Crottwas Chairofthe ACMSpecialInterestGroupon InformationRetrievalfrom1987 to 1991. He isanAssociate
Editorof theACM Transactionson informationSystemsandInformationProcessingand Management,andisa memberoi
theeditorialboardof KnowledgeAcquisition.He hasservedon numerousprogramcommitteesandhasbeeninvolvedinthe
organizationofmanyworkshopsandconferences.
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Edward Fox receivedhisB.S. from MIT and hisM.S. and Ph.D. degreesfromCornellUniversity.He servesasAssociate
Professorin the Departmentof ComputerScience,and AssociateDirectorfor F_lesearchin the ComputingCenter,both at
VirginiaTech(VPI&SU). HisworkwithACMinclude:..;:chairofSIGIR, memberofthaPublicationsBoard,andAssociateF,J!*,,_r
for Transactionson InformationSystems;previouslyhe served as SIGIR vice chair,editor-in-chiefof ACM PressDatabase
and ElectronicProducts,and chairoft_,eElectronicPublishingCommittee. He beganwork in 1985 onCD-ReM, startedin
1988 as projectdirectorfor the InteractiveDigitalVideoeffortat VPI&SU (as a betatestsite for DVI),wasprojec_directorfor
theVirginiaDiscseriesof CD-RaMs, and isi. _olvadinresearchandteachingrega_dinginformationstorageandretrievalCD-
ReM andopticaldiscs,multimedia,hypertextandhypermedia,onlinepublic accesscatalogs,hashing,and computational
linguistics.HenowdirectstheEnvisionProject,a largeNationalScienceFoundationfundedeffo_,_,.,,._ulid"AUser-Centered
DatabasefromtheComputerScienceLiterature,"whichwilluseACMpublicationsanddelivertextand multimediainformation.

0

George Nagy receivedtheB.Eng. and M.Eng.degreesfromMcGillUniversity,and thePh.D.inElectricalEngineeringfrom
ComellUniversityin 1962 (onneuralnetworks).Forthenextten yearsheconductedresearchon variousaspectsofpattern
recognitionandeCR atthe I_:vtT. J. WatsonResearchCenter inYorktownHeights. From 1972 to 1985 hewasProfessor
of Computer Science at the Universityof Nebraska- __incoln,and worked on remote sensingapplications,geographic
informationsystems,computational geometry,and nur_n-computer interfaces. Since 1985, he has been Professorof
Computer Engineeringat RensselaerPolytechnicInstitute. He has held visitingappointmentsat the StanfordResearch
Institute,Cornell,theUniversityof Montreal,the NationalScientificResearchInstituteofQuebec,the Universityoi Genoaand
the ItalianNationalResearchCouncilinNaplesandGenoa,AT&TBellLaboratories,IBMAlmaden,andMcGillUniversity.In
additionto digitizeddocumentanalysisand characterrecognition,hisinterestsincludesolidmodeling,finite-precisionspatial
computation,and computervision.

000000®000000000000000000000000000000000000000®000000000_000000000

Thee Pavlidis is a leading professorofComputerScienceattheStateUniversityofNewYorkatStonyBrookanda scientific
advisorto SymbolTechnologies.He receiveda Ph.D. in ElectricalEngineeringfromtheUniversityof CaliforniaatBerkeley
in 1964. He has authoredmorethan 150technicalPal:srs and threebooks,includingAlgorithms for Graphics and Image
Processing, (ComputerScience Press,1982) which has been translatedintoChinese,German,Polish,and Russian.His
general researchinterestsare in the areas of ImageAnalysis,Pattern Recognition,and ComputerGraphics. His current
researchis focusedon opticalcharacterrecognitionand relatedproblemsof documentprocessing,aswellas, inproblems
arisingfrombar codingapplications.

He wastheeditor-in-chiefof theIEEE Transactionson Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence(PAMI) from1982to
O1986, and has been a member of th_ editorialboardof many otherjournals. He tsthe programchairmanof ICDAR'93

(InternationalConferenceonDocumentAnalysisand Recognition)andhasserved inthepastasgeneralchairmanoftheFifth
International Conference on Pattern Recognition (1980) and the 1988 IEEEConference on Robotics andAutomation. He is
a Fellowof IEEE, and a member of ACM, andSigma-Xi.
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HOTEL REGISTRATIONFORM ""
INFORMATION SCIENCE RESEARCH INSTITUTE

D UNLV COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

March 16-18, 1992
' SUNDE

Symposium on Document Analysis and Information Retrieval

ReservationsreceivedafterFebruary 16, 1992 willbeacceptedon a space availablebasisonly.

Pleasereserveaccommodationsfor:

NAME:

COMPANY:

ADDRESS:

CITY: STATE: ZIP:

SHARING ROOM WITH: NO OF _ERSONS:

SIGNATURE: PHONE NUMBER:

) ARRIVAL DATE: , TIME: DEPARTURE:

The TROPICANA RESORT HOTEL ANDCASINOcanonlyconfirmyourreservationrequestwhen accompanied
byone nlghrsdeposit(room rate,plus 8% ClarkCountyRoomTax). Thla depositmay be madebycheck,money
orderor byAmericanExpress. If payingbycheckormoneyorder,please Includethe arrivaldate on thefaceof
the check. Refundswillbe madewhen cancellationsare receivedno lessthantwo (2) dayspriorto your
scheduledarrivaldate (be sure to keepyourcancellationnumber).

AMERICAN EXPRESS CARD NUMBER:

NAME AS lT APPEARSON CARD:

EXPIRATION DATE:

$ 55.00 (plustax) Single/Double
$ 6,5.00 (plustax) Tdple
$175.00 (plustax) One-BedroomSuite

(ClarkCountyRoomTax is8%)

Please returnthisreservationrequestto:,

TROPICANA ROOM RESERVATIONS DEPARTMENT
P. O. Box97777

Las Vegas,NV 89195-7777

NO SATURDAY ARRIVALSARE AVAILABLE- PHONE: (800)634-4000

!
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on Document Analysis and Information Hetrleval "_iV r w

INFORMATION SCIENCE RESEARCHINSTITUTE
e UNLV COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

March16-18, 1991

ConferenceRegistrationForm

Name:

Title:

Company'

Address:

City: State: Zip:

TelephoneNumber: ( ) ......

RegistrationFees Pre-Reg Regular Amount
before2/24/92 alter2/24192

e ConferenceRegistration $300.00 $375.00 $
(includesdinnerMonday,3/16/91)

Dinner(Spouse/Companion) $ 10.00 $

ConferenceProceedings(Extra) $ 40.00 $

SPECIAL REQUESTS: (Specialmealsare onlyavailableto pre-registeredattendees)

KosherMeal . VegetarianMeal

Make checks/moneyorderspayableto: UNLV Boardof Regents

Mailcompletedconferenceregistrationformandcheck/moneyorderto:

MaryC. Guirsch
InformationScienceResearchInstitute
Universityof Nevada,LasVegas
4505 MarylandParkway

e LasVegas, NV 89154

Alichecks/moneyordersshouldbeinU.S.Dollars

I



APPENDIX B.

A Preliminary Report on OCR Problems

in LSS Document Conversion



DRAFT: 11/25/91 To be presented at the Nuclear Waste Management

Conference, Las Vegas, NV, April 1992.

A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON OCR PROBLEMS
IN LSS DOCUMENT CONVERSION

T. Ao Nartker, J. Kanai, and S. V. Rice
Information Science Research Institute

University of Nevada, Las Vegas

INTRODUCTION ,,

To support licensing proceedings of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the

Department of Energy is planning to construct a computer database of pertinent

documents which car_ be accessed by ali interested parties. 1,2'3 This computer

system, called the Licensing Support System (LSS), is projected to cost $200,000,000

over a ten year life. 4

One of the major costs associated with building this system is the cost of ASCII-

text cleanup for docu__ '' "!aents processed by an "Optical Character Recognition (OCR)

device. The purpose bf the current study has been to identify the predominant

problems which contemporary OCR devices have in converting LSS document images

into computer readable (ASCII) text. If these problems, can be identified and

corrected, it will be possible to save a large fraction of the projected cost.

DESCRIPTION

The presentstudy is a firststep in our attemptto understandthe stateof

currentOCR technologyin a general,but quantitativeway. We aspireto

characterize the most difficult OCR problems by careful study of the errors made by

several contemporary devices in recognizing text from a large sample of "typical"

documents.

There are three different aspects to such an investigation. First, it is desirable

to study the predominant errors made by ali current systems and not just errors made

by one or two vendor products. Second, it is desirable to select a large test data set

which is "typical" of the eventual LSS input. Finally, it is desirable to have a

quantitative measure of the frequency of different kinds of recognition problems.



In this study, we characterize "current OCR technology" not by any one OCR

_vice but instead by a combination of several devices. That is, the OCR errors we

,'port are errors made by the voting scheme proposed in Bradford 6 and thus are, in

_me sense, errors made by the majority of a set of devices. The actual set of OCR

zvices used were the Calera RS9000, the Kurzweil 5200, the Toshiba ExpressReader,

ad the Caere OmniPage OCR board,

Second, UNLV has installed a version of the LSS prototype database (called GT1)

_r use in Ground-Truth testing of OCR technologies, 7 Because of the diversity of LSS

ocument types (and the prevalence of non-original copies) these pages are a

oderately difficult OCR input set. In this report, we study OCR errors made on a

mdom sample of 240 pages from the GT1 database, These pages contained 278,786

SCII characters.

Finally, we enumerate a set of problem categories which can be identified by

anual inspection of the input image. Thus, we quantify the state of "current OCR

chnology" in terms of the percentage of total OCR errors caused by each different

oblem category on the 240 page sample. In the tables below, we present the

'edominance of problems found with both ASCII and non-ASCII input text,

ESULTS

Table 1 shows the number of ASCII character errors (and the fraction of total

SCII character errors) which were manually assigned to each problem category,

le nine categories listed at the top of Table 1 ale problems judged to have been

used by flaws in the image. The categories at the bottom of Table 1 represent

oblems not associated with flaws in the image but instead with inherently difficult

aracter recognition situations.

Table 2 shows the number of occurrences of subscripts, superscripts, and non-

SCII characters encountered in processing the 240 page sample. It is clear that, at

ast for this sample, the effort needed to cleanup non-ASCII characters is small

_mpared to the effort needed to correct erroneous ASCII output.

Thus Table 1 shows the distribution of OCR problems found considering only

e ASCII input characters. Most users of OCR devices are familiar with the problem

tegories shown, The most surprising aspect of these distributions is the dominance

errors caused by broken characters.



Problem Number of Fraction of
Category Erro rs Total ,_

Errors
' ,,,i,il,,, ,,, ,,,,, ' ' ,,, ' II I , ,

Broken characters 1872 5_2,1

Touchtng characters 734 20,4
Noise/ speckle 122 3,4

Skew ,(or curved baseline .) 49 , 1,4

Br0ken .....& touching 186 5,2
Broken & notse 9 0,3

i ii

Broken & skew 33 0,9

Touching & noise 2 0,1
Touching,& skew ...... 10 0,3

Total 3017 83,9 I
i

Similar sy'mbols l l,l o,0) 207 5.8
Wrong case 12 0,3

Stylized characte'rs 46 1,3
Introduced spaces 79 2,2

Dropped spaces 39 1,1
Unknown cause 196 5,5

Total 579 16,1
,,,,, ,.1,

Grand
Total 3596 100

TABLE 1. Distribution of Estimated ASCII-OCR Problems

Problem ! Number of
' Category I Occurrences

Subscripts 157
Superscripts .... 127

Totai sub & superscripts ' 284
I III I I II

Greek letters 69
II I I i

Degree symbol 27
Bullet 20

Times symbol 17
Long hyphen/dash 13

Other (21 different problems) 64

-Total Non-ASCII 210........

TABLE 2. Number of Occurrences of Subscripts and Non-ASCII Characters

i
Pl rp



CONCLUSIONS

The results presented indicate that efforts to improve OCR technologies, at least

from the point of view of the LSS, might provide substantial return tf concentrated

on a very few Image problems, Based on thts sample of pages, lt is clear that a very

large percentage of current OCR problems are associated wtth either broken or

touching characters, Ali other problem categories combined contribute less than

25% of the ASCII conversion error measured,

Of the $200 mtllton projected cost of the LSS, about one-half Is associated with

data acquisition, 4 Of this, approximately 60% ts requtred for ASCII cleanup, 5 If the

results shown In Table 1 are characteristic of the entire LSS database, the potential

DOE savings from eliminating 100% of the broken character errors would be

$31,260,000, Although eliminating 100% of these errors , is probably not a realizable

goal, lt ts clear that fractional Improvements could result in significant savings for

the DOE,

One of the most significant aspects of this study is the size of the test data set,

Be,e,ause of the effort involved in performing such tests, it is common to find papers

ct,.,,paring OCR technologies whtch are based on far fewer character conversions, 8

Even though the present study Is based on a small sample of the GT1 database, the

actual number of characters converted was 278,786, We plan to continue this study

on the entire GT1 database to verify this result, At the same time, we plan to explore

the use of image enhancement techniques on these data to determine overall effects

and to confirm the potential for savings,

o
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Candidate Pages for Ground-Truth testing

with Chinese OCR devices.
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Abstract

A survey of skew detection and page orientation methods in optical

character recognition is presented, Eight papers are reviewed, Three types of'
skew detection are identified', Projection Profile, Fourier Transform, and Hough

Transform, Many of the methods presented require a preprocessing stage that is

vulnerable to skew, Only one method has been extensively tested, Accuracy

achieved by this method is two minutes of arc (0,0333.,, degrees),

Combining two of the methods for skew detection seems the best direction

for future research. One method, requiring no preprocessing and implemented

in hardware, can be applied before digitization of the document page, The second

method, implemented in software, can apply additional skew detection if

necessary for each of the segments of the image,

No data on accuracy of page orientation methods are provided. A robust

method of determining page orientation is not yet available.

Skew Deteetlon and Page Orientation Methods In Optl(:al Chara(:ter Recognition Paqe 1
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1. Introduction

An automated opticalcharacterrecognition(OCR) system isone thatcan
digitize,analyze,and recognizedocument textreliablywithouthuman
interaction.Skew detectionisofvitalimportanceto such systems becauseimage
skew anglesexceeding±2° greatlyreduce accuracyofthe recognition,

Automatic segmentationof digitizeddocuments intocolumns, paragraphs,
linesoftext,and charactersisa necessarypart ofdocument image analysis.Top-
down methods thatuse some form ofprojectionprofileforsegmentationare
vulnerabletodocument skew ofas littleas one thirdofa degree, Bottom-up
clusteringtechniquesare relativelyinsensitiveto skew angle,but are unreliable
due to decisionsmade with low statisticalconfidencein small neighborhoods
[Baird87],

Document skew alsoaffectsthe patternrecognitionmethods used to
recognizecharacterswithin a document; skewed and non-skewed characters
exhibitdifferentattributes,The detectionofdocument image skew isan
important obstacletoovercome, An accu_ratemethod fordetermining skew thatis

unaffectedby a wide range ofpage layout_ould providea securestartingpointfor
reliabletop-down segmentation,and enhance performance ofbottom-up
segmentation, DespiteBaird'sclaim thatimage skew must be lessthan I/3°
[Baird87],most document imaf_escan be segmented correctlyifthe skew angle is
lessthan 2°, A method must compute the skew angle within2Q ofthe actualskew
angle tobe useful.

Skew detectionisa recentdiscipline.The earliestreference(specificto
skew detection)thatwas found inthisstudy was [Trincklin84].Skew detection
sometimes appears inreportsdealingwith layoutanalysis([Hase85],[Casey90],
[Srihari89]),making itdifficulttoknow how many methods actuallyexist.The
methods fallintothreecategories:ProjectiouProfile,FourierTransform, and
Hough Transform, Each method isanalyzedseparatelyand presentedby
category,The meritsand drawbacks ofeach method are discussed,and the
methods are compared. Suggestionsforfurtherresearchare presented.

Determining page orientation is related to skew detection. A robust OCR
system must determine whether lines of text on a page are vertical or horizontal
(landscape or portrait); proper orientation is essential for character recognition.
The author found no publications which dealt exclusively with page o:'ientation,
One method for determining page orientation is presented, and one method for
determining whether text is upside-down is presented. Suggestions for further
research are given.

Skew Deteotlon and Page Orientation Methods in Optl(:al Charaotsr 'Re©ognlfiOn Page 2
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2. Projection Profile Methods

A projection profile (of angle e) is an accumulator array, perpendicular to
e, where each element contains the number of black pixels found on a line of
angle e through the image, Each succeeding element of the array corresponds to
lines at angle e through the image separated by one vertical pixel,

Projection Profile methods work as follows', Given an orientation angle e,
project black pixels onto an accumulator line perpendicular to the projection
direction, The accumulator line is partitioned into m bins, and bin size is related
to the height of characters to be recognized. The e yielding the most rapid
fluctuations in the accumulator line is the skew angle,

The accumulator array can be computed as _bllows:

For (x ranging over the columns of the digitized Image)
For (y rangtng over the rows of the digitized Image)

If (plxel Is black)
For (O){

Calculate p = y + x tan(O)
' increment A(p,O)

}
}

This transform is usually applied to binary images', hence the need to check
if a pixel is black,

2.1. The Method of H. S. Baird

Henry S, Baird [Baird87] presents an algorithm that estimates the skew
angle of a document image by performing a projection-profile using character
locations. Before the algorithm can be used, the document image must be
"roughly" segmented into characters. Segmentation is performed by conducting a
connectivity analysis on the single-pixel run-length-encoding of the image. A
character is located at the mid-point of the bottom of its bounding box.

The algorithm is as follows: Given an orientation angle e, project the
locations of characters (abstracted to points) onto an accumulator line perpendi-
cular to the projection direction, The accumulator line is partitioned into m bins,
and bin size is set at 1/3 of the x-height of 6-point text. Let c,(B) denote the number
of points projected into the itl_bin at angle e.

A real-valued energy alignment function of e is computed as

A(e)= T_,c,2(e), i= 1,,,,,m

This function displays a global maximum at the correct skew angle.
Locating the global maximum of A(e) is straightforward and reliable, but

Skew Dete©tlon and Page Ortentatlon'"Method= in' Optlaal Character Re©ognttion Paqe 3
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expensive. An exhaustive search would require checking every 2 minutes of arc
from-90 ° to +90 ° (5400 angles), Computing A(0/for all 5400 angles required over
13 CPU minutes on a VAX 11/750 (approximately' 0,6 MIPS). Baird derived a
heuristic to locate the global maximum that requires about 40 sample angles for
convergence,

Testing was performed on over 50 pages representing a variety of
typographidal layouts and layout styles. Samples were selected from books,
journals, theses, and typewritten pages, and included multiple columns, sparse
tables, mixed fonts (both fixed and proportional pitch), various text sizes, headers,
trailers, footnotes, and scanner noise at margins. The machine used was a VAX
11/750, and the page images were monochrome, high contrast, 300 d,p.i, images
of about 8.5 million pixels.

The author claims accuracy of 2 minutes of arc (0,0333.,, degrees), and
processing time of 8,5 seconds on an 0.6 MIPS machine. Given the size of the
image, and the speed of the CPU, this method is about 8 times faster, and 20 times
more accurate than Postl's method (see 3.2, below), However, this performance
does not factor in the 95 seconds necessary for preprocessing. The need for
preprocessing is a weakness in this method. Since segmentation is somewhat
vulnerable to skew, the accuracy of the method for severely skewed document
images is probably not the 2 minutes of arc quoted. The method is also
predisposed to "western" style typography. The bottom of a bounding box for
"eastern" typography may not give the same accuracy; using the center of the
located character, as in [Britt89], may produce slightly better results, The
preprocessing time also causes this method to become about 5 times slower than
Postl's method. However, for skew detection that must be done a_er segmentation
(see 3.2.3 and 6) this method appears to be the method of choice.

2_. The Method of R, H. Britt

This patent [Britt89] describes a system of hardware and firmware that
performs OCR. The parts of the patent relevant to skew detection describe a
projection-profile method similar to that of Baird (see 2.1) using the center, in the
x- and y-direction, of the located characters instead of the mid-point of the base of
the botn_,Hng box. Britt's projection, however, is linear rather than superlinear
ii_ form Cthe quantities projected in the accumulator bins are not squared), and
therefore tends not to emphasize the larger values in the accumulator line.

The inventor makes no claims about accuracy, or processing time needed
for his invention, but a few observations can be made. Only 30 milliradians oi"arc
(_ .7 degrees) are checked as possible skew angles. Deciding which cf th'_ . es
i ,he skew angle is vague, but appears to be linear in the description. This
approach makes choosing a "correct" angle more difficult, and more error-prone.
As with [Baird87], the need for preprocessing is a significant limitation. As
mentioned in 2.1, using the center of a character favors "eastern" typography
more than a point on the base of the bounding box. Only checking +1.7 ° of arc is a
more serious limitation. Any skew determined by this method is already within
the +2° necessary for accurate character recognition.

Skew'"'Detectlon and Page Orientation Methods in Optical Character Recognition Paae 4
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Because of the required preprocessing, the limiz.ad search arc, and thA
vague method of choosing the "correct" skew angle, Britt's invention, seems to be
unusable in an automated system,

2.3. The Method of Casey and Wong

Richard G, Casey and Kwan Y, Wong [Casey90] present a general overview
of document-analysis techniques, and include a skew detection method, The
method presented is similar to Baird's l-Baird87], but uses every pixel of the,
digitized page, Technical details are not given, Skew detection receives only one
sentence in a section on component labeling, Skew detection can be done by
",,,iteratively examining small angle deviations from the normal direction to
determine which angle gives the steepest variation of the projection profile,"

i

Since no specific details are presented for the method, no direct comparison
to the other methods can be made, and no analysis of attainable ac-,uracy can be
presented.

2.4. The Method of Naka o, et al.

Nakano, et al [Nakanog0], present a refinement of a method presented in an
earlier paper [Nakano86], Nakano, et al,, claim to use the Hough transform to
find the skew angle of the document image, Close inspection of the code presented
reveals that a simple projection profile is used, Nakano, et al, adapted the
standard algorithm as follows',

a) Execute a preprocessing pass that performs connected component
analysis,

b) Find the character bounding rectangles that meet a condition, Precise
conditions are not given, but a general choice that excludes small noises
or large image elements such as figures, tables, and photographs is
suggested,

c) The lower-left corner of the rectangles are transformed using:

p = y + x tan(e),

and S(p,e) is incremented by the x-width of the rectangle, No bounds for
e were given.

d) Once the S(p,e) has been calculated, the choice of the skew angle is
made using a "sharpness" formula, Four different formulae were
tested:

1) Sum of Absolute Differences

N-1

Vi(d) = _L_IS(y+ 1,d)- S(y,d)
y=l

,Skew Detection and Page Orientation Methode In Optlaal Character Recogn'iilon Page 5



2) Maximum Voting

V2(d) = max[S(y + 1,d)- S(y,d)]
y

3) Sum of Averaged Inclination

' Y_)IS(y+l,d)-S(y,d) I
%(d)= (j)Y=YI(J) Y2(J)- Yl

4) Number of zeroes

N

y=l

Nakano, et al, claim 3 and 4 gave the best results, 2 was marginal, and 1
was unsatisfactory. The table of experimental results that these conclusions are
based upon was not provided with the paper.

The authors claim an average processing time of 14.5 seconds on a 32-bit
68020 workstation (MIPS unknown), They do not elaborate on the efficiency of the

i method because they expect special-purpose hardware to be fabricated that will
improve performance. They also claim accuracy of 0,1 degree for plain-text
document images, and 0,2 degree for documents containing graphical elements,
_'he accuracy certainly satisfies the 2 ° requirement, However, as with [Baird87]
and [Britt89], the requirement for preprocessing is a weakness of this method.
A/so, the authors did not mention what portion of the image could be graphical in
nature without degrading the accuracy beyond the 0,2 degrees quoted, nor did they
state what angles of skew could be detected. As presented, this method seems less
accurate than that of [Baird87], Further testing on a wider range of images is
require,-' lo ;emonstrate attainable accuracy,

gkew Deta©tton"ana Page Orlenta'hon Mathoci's in 'Optl(:a! Charaater' Re(:ognltlon Page 6



3. Fourier Transform Methods

The two-dimensional Fourier transform extracts periodic properties of an
image from the density and position of its pixels,

The discrete two-dimensional Fourier transform can 'represented as'.

9 Ux Yy
M-1 N-1 - J.r_(-_-,-q-)

F(U,V)= _ _f(x,y)e
x=O y=o (1)

where f(x,y) is the density of' the image at coordinate (x,y), U and V are the spatial
frequencies along the x-axis and y-axis, respectively, M is the number of"partitions
of the image along the x-axis, and N is the number of' partitions of the image along
the y-axis, x and U take discrete values in m (m = 0..,M-I), y and V take discrete
values in n (n = 0...N-I).

The continuous two-dimensional Fourier transform can be represented as:

S(U V) _s(x, y)e j2_(_+y-v/, = _" " Jdx dy

x,y (2)

where f(x,y) is the density of the image at coordinate (x,y), U and V are the spatial
frequencies along the x-axis and y-axis, respectively, m is along the x-axis, and n
is along the y-axis.

Fourier transform methods have the advantage of ignorance of image
composition; no preprocessing of images is necessary. The continuous transform
can be implemented in real-time hardware; image skew can be eliminated before
digitization.

3.1. The Method of Hase and Hoshino

Masahiko Hase and Yasushi Yokosuka [Hase85] present a top-down
segmentation method relying on the Fourier transform for its decision-making.
The digitized image exists in an (x,y) plane, where the density of the image at
coordinate (x,y) is represented as f(×,y). The discrete two-dimensional Fourier
transform is used. Only square images are tested (M=N).

The Skew Angle is found as follows:

1) Digitize the document.

2) Convert to a binary image using a threshold.

3) Perform the discrete two-dimensional Fourier transform (1) on the
binary image.

-$keW' Detection 'a'nd Page Orientation Methods In Optical Chars©tor Recognition Page 7
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4) There is a peak at the origin in (U,V); the next highest peak is at
coordinates (u,v).

5) The skew angle, e, is defined as: e = Arctan(u/v). see figure 1.
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Figure 1: Discrete two-dimensional Fourier transformations.

Ease, et al, claim this method is accurate to within 2 degrees, even when
the slope of the document image is large (greater than 10 degrees). They also
claim that graphic regions covering over 50% of the document image do not affect
the accuracy of the result; the second peak in (u,v) is shorter. These are impres-
sive results. Unfortunately the method only applies to skew angles between 0° and
90 °, and no limits are given for skew angles detected. It is not clear, for example,
how much greater than 10 degrees of skew can be detected.

Characteristics of the Fourier transform suggest this method should be as
accurate for skew angles of 90°+10 °, which could allow detection of page
orientation. Page orientation is not addressed.

Further work is necessary to determine the accuracy of thc method over the
range -90 ° to +90 ° , and whether page orientation can be accurately determined.
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3.2. The Method of W. Postl

W. Postl [Post186] specifically addresses skew angle in digitized documents.
He describes experiments with Trincklin's method [Trincklin84], and two
methods of his own design. The methods are reported to be equivalent. One is a
discrete solution, and uses what Postl calls a "simulated skew scan" method, and
the other is a continuous solution using a two-dimensional Fourier transform.

32,1. '"Simulated Skew Scan" method

The document is represented as a reflectancy distribution D(×,y) positioned
at the (yet unknown) angle c_relative to the scanning field s(u,v). The document
and scanner coordinates are denoted as (x,y) and (u,v) respectively. See fir ure 2.

" 1

[', I',,

!i

. -'°

F,gure 2, Document obliquely positioned in scan field
s = simulated scan line
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The document and scan samples are related by:

D(x,y,c_) = s(u(x,y,o_),v(x,y,c_))

where

u(x,y,a) = x cosa + y sine (3)

v(x,y,a) = y cosa- x sina (4)

He defines an alignment premium, P([3), for some search angle _ that
corresponds to search coordinates (_,rl) as:

oo

P(_) = ___[T((k+ 1)x Aq,_)- T(k x Aq,_)] 2 (5)

where AT] and (below)/_ are preset increments, and

c.o

T(q,_) = ,_D(k x h_,q,13)h_ (6)

is the integrated trace o£ one simulated scan line, where D(.,.) is calculated using
(3) and (4), assuming s(u,v) = 0 for any point outside the scan field. Non-integer
coordinates returned by (3) and (4) are rounded to the nearest ,nteger. Setting _
to correspond to a u-octet or a u-hextet will allow the infinite sum in (6) to be
calculated with a table lookup.

Given the alignment premium function, P([3), a sequence of skew scans is
simulated at "search" angles ai (i = 0,1...) within a preset range m,_, < a,_,
starting with _ = 0. Then for each search angle, calculate an alignment
premium P(_), thus generating premia Pi (i = 0,1,...) where the next search angle

j=O

is found following scme optimization strategy that will yield an ordered sequence
of significant maxima of P([3). The global maximum of P([3) is defined as the skew
scan angle. Other maxima identify other portions of the image that are skewed at
different angles.

This is essentially looking for the maximum of a measure over a range of
angles. The measure can be computed directly from the image as follows:

Skew Detection and Page Orlentatlon Methods In Optical Character Recognition Page 10
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FOR every line inclined at angle e,-45 ° < e < +450 , every 3_
BEGIN

Compute integral density

FOR each pair of neighboring scan lines
Compute the difference of their densities

Compute the sum of the square of these differences

END

¢ = e yielding the greatest sum
Use ¢ as the center of a second, identical search, ranging from ¢-3 ° to ¢+3 °,

every 1/3 °,

The exact step of 0 in this algorithm is not given in the paper. The 3° and
1/3 ° values quoted are estimated from figures present in the paper. Postl claims
that this algorithm is "quite sub-optimal but robust" which implies that
performance can be improved-perhaps using a heuristic similar to that of
[Baird87]. The author claims that further improvement of this method is not
necessary.

3.2.2. Continuous Fourier method

Let

S(U,V)= _Js(u,v)e j2 ,m _'dudv
u.v (8)

be the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the scan sample am'ay, to be
performed - i.e. approximated - before evaluation of the first premium. For the
followi_g s,3ps, only one half-plane of the power spectrum coefficients

w(u,v) =s(u,v) x s(u,v)' (9)
,f

needs to be stored (V > 0). The choice of m and n will affect the accuracy of
processing in the same way that an additive overlay of the scan sample array
were used with replicas shifted by m and n units of u and v, respectively.

The premium P(_) is calculated by integrating W(U,V) along a radius vector
(search vector) inclined at angle _ with respect to ordinate V. See figure 3.

This method is ideally suited for an optical hardware implementation, and
as such can be used in skew detection before the document page is digitized.
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Figure 3

3.2.3. Analysis

Testing of the discrete version of the method was performed on a SUN III
workstation (68020 processor, = 2-3 MIPS). The program required 5.1 seconds to
detect the skew angle of a 2.4 milliun pixel object with an accuracy of <0.01
radians (0.57 degrees). Only every 16th line was evaluated during a simulated
scan. The optimization strategy used ,vas a coarse search from -45 to +45 degrees,
followed by a fine search centered around the maximum found in the coarse
search.

The accuracy of the method is acceptable. Characteristics of the method
suggest that it should be accurate for skew angles of-90 ° to +90 °, which could
allow detection o.f page orientation. Unfortunately, accuracy figures are not
presented for angles beyond +45 °, and page orientation is not addressed.

The most impressive feature of this method is that the contents of the
document image do not need to be known. That is, no preprocessing of the image
is necessary for this method to work; the original grey-scale image may be used.
The continuous Fourier method is a valuable addition. It will allow an optical,
real-time, hardware solution to be built that minimizes document image skew
before digitization.
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4. Hough Transform Methods

The Hough transform can be used to detect lines at any orientation, It
consists of mapping points in Cartesian space (×y) to sinusoidal curves in pe
space via the transformation:

p - x cos(e) + y sin(e)

Each time a si,nusoidal intersects another at a particular value of p and e,
the likelihood increases that a line corresponding to that pe coordinate value is
present in the original image. An accumulator array, S(p,0), consisting of H rows
and T columns is used to count the number of intersections at various p and e
values. Those cells in the accumulator array with the highest number of counts
will correspond to lines in the original image. The transform is essentially'

For (x ranging over the columns of the digitized image)
For (y ranging over the rows of the digitized image)

If (pixel is black)
For (e){

Calculate p = x coste) + y sin(e)
increment S(p,e)

}
}

This transformisusuallyappliedtobinaryimages;hence the need tocheck
ifa pixelisblack.

4.1. The Method of Hinds, et al.

Hinds, et al [Hinds90], present a method that uses the Hough transform to
find the skew angle of an image. A special run-length transform is performed on
the image prior to the Hough transform.

A "burst image" is created from the original binary image. The burst
image is a grey scale image with each pixel's intensity representing the vertical
run-length of a column of black pixels in the original binary image. More
specifically, each individual vertical column (aligned with the scan axis) of Li
contiguous black pixels is replaced by I-_.z white pixels and one non-white pixel of"
value L_ positioned at the end of the original black run. The longer the column of
black pixels in the original image, the darker (higher pixel value) the
corresponding pixel (positioned at the bottom edge of a character or line) in the
grey scale burst image, See figure 4.

Three important characteristics of the bUrst image are: 1) The number of
black (non-white) pixels is significantly reduced (about a factor of 11), 2) lt can be
obtained readily from the compact form of an image which has been stored after
application of the run-length encoding algorithm along the vertical axis, and 3)
Greater emphasis is given to the bottoms of text lines.
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_a) (b) (c)

Figure4,, Creation oi a burst Image: (a) sample Image; (b) burst Image plxel vaJues:(c) burst Image
as a grey scale Image,

Figure 4

The accumulator array, S(R,T), is calculated similar to [Nakanog0], except
that the pixel values are used for the incrementing instead of the rectangle width.
The skew angle is determined by searching S(F:i0T) for the cell with the largest
value. The column that this cell belongs to is taken as the skew angle of the
document. To increase the processing speed, only-15 to +15 degrees are searched.

Testing of the method was performed on a SUN 4-280 (10 MI-PS). The
authors claim a processing time of 67 seconds. There are no accuracy figures
given; Hinds, et al, claim that the correct skew angle was determined.

It appears that the authors have drawn erroneous conclusions. They claim
that their 67 seconds processing time is an improvement over 103.5 seconds
needed in [Baird87]. However, Baird's method required 95 seconds on a 0.6 MI_S
CPU, while their method needed 67 seconds on a 10 MIPS CPU. Actually, this
method would take approximately 1100 seconds on the VAX 11/750 that Baird
used! We conclude that this method does not represent an improvement over
Baird's [Baird87]. The method of[Baird87] also searches a -45 to +45 degree arc,
and this method only searches a -15 to + 15 degree arc. The equivalent arc scan
using this method would require over 3300 seconds! The results are also suspect
because of the lack of any description of the accuracy achieved by the method.
More careful work is necessary to properly evaluate this method.

4.2. The Method of Srihari and Govindaraju

' Srihari, et al [Srihari89], describe the Hough transfo,'m, and how to u_.. the
accumulator array in detection of text skew angle.

The basis for all results derived in this paper is the Hough transform,
which is exactly as described above, with 0 ranging from 0 ° to 180 °, Once the
accumulator a_'ray has been computed, the projection-profile for an angle q)
(S(p,q)), for all p) exhibits regular and rapid fluctuations when $ is close to the
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true skew angle of the text (see figure 5A), For ¢ not close to the true skew angle,
the fluctuations are more ffradual (see figure 5B),
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l'qgur_5, (AI Projection profile
I " of the image in Figure lA at (9I ii ,.L.

-- ' - ': = _°. The sharp valleys in the

_I- profile correspond to white
spaces in between textual lines,

b._ (B) Projection profile of the im-
p

_" "P age in Flgmre lA at 0 =
0°,

The valleys are not prominent

A 0 = 90 B 0 = 0 in the profile.

Figure 5

This observation prompts the method of finding the sum of squares of the
gradients R for the projection-profiles at ali values of O,

Let g(r_,e_)be the rate of change in count value at (r_,O_)Then

R(Oi) = d(Oi---_x '_g pi,Oi) , j= 1,m(Ot)

Where m(O,) is defined as the number of"buckets" used for angle 0, The
factor 1/d(O,) helps scale the height and is defined as:

dtO) = cos(O), 0° < t <45°

dtO) = sin(O), 45° < t < 135°

dtO) = cos(O), 135° < t <_.180',

Note' these values of d(0) are the author's interpretation of
ambiguous/erroneous values given in the paper.

Then, the skew angle, o_---maximum R(0).
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This method isfunctionallysimilartothatused in [Nakano90]0and
correspondsclosesttoformula I (sum ofabsolutedifferences)used inthat
method. There are three important differences: I) The d(e) term performs an
anti.aliasing function, which provides a more accurate projection profile, 2) This
method uses a square term instead of a linear term, making it more sensitive to
the pattern being sought (i.e., rapid fluctuation), and 3) This method does not
reduce the amount of data to be processed as in [Nakano90] which implies several
orders-of-magnitudeof additionalprocessing.

Srihari,etal,provideno figuresforspeed or accuracyofthismethod,
Analyzing the method can lead tosome conclusions,As presentedthismethod
wou/d requiremuch more processingthan [Nakano90] because each pixelin the
digitizedimage istransformed forevery 8;specialhardware can reduce the
processing,Even though thismethod most closelyresemblesformula I in
[Nakanog0],which was found unacceptable,using anti-aliasingand a square
term insteadofa linearterm may yieldacceptableresults.In any case,the
accuracyofthe skew detectionwilldepend on how finely8 isdividedbetween 0°
and 180°.

Insufficientdata are providedforthismethod. Further investigationis
requiredtodetermineifthismethod isacceptable,and tocompare thismethod to
others,
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5. Page Orientation

Detection of page orientation is related to detection of skew, Page
orientation determines whether the document text is oriented "landscape" or
"portrait" on the page, Though less important than skew detection, page
orientation is a necessary part of any robust automated OCR system, No direct
references to determining page orientation were found,

The only paper that addresses page orientation is [Hinds90], Hinds uses
i'un-length bursts (see 4.1) to determine page orientation. This is accomplished by
computing vertical and horizontal run-length bursts, On the average, since
stroke heights have longer run-lengths than stroke widths for a portrait-oriented
document, a histogram of its horizontal run-length burst image will contain a
larger number of counts corresponding to the run-lengths of character stroke
widths than would a histogram of its vertical run-length burst image. Therefore,
the orientation of a document image can be determined from a comparison of the
counts of short run-lengths (which correspond to character width) in the
histograms of vertical and horizontal burst images,

Although the experimental results seem poor, the tests include document
images with large areas of non-textual data. For images that are predominantly
text, the method seems accurate, As presented, this method will only work with
document skew of no more than a few degrees, say +15°, As the skew angle
becomes greater, the distinction between the horizontal and vertical run-length
bursts starts to blur, and becomes unreliable. Further testing is required to
determine the accuracy of this method for a wide range of skew and document
page formats.

Srihari, et al [Srihari89], do not provide a method for determining page
orientation, but do provide a method of determining whether the text of a
document is upside-down. Once the ::ikew angle and approximate font-height are
known, five projection lines are passed through the text. Characteristics of the
roman alphabet suggest a pattern to the profile-projection of a line of text. If the
pattern is inverted, then the text is upside-down. Certain degenerate patterns
could give this method problems. However, if se'seral sample line projections are
taken, the correct pattern should be clear. Patterns for symbols other than the
roman alphabet are not stated. This method seems promising, but fuz_ther
investigation is required to demonstrate attainable accuracy.

u
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6. Conclusions

Of the methods presented, only [Britt89] seems unusable, The method is
vague and ch_cks very limited angles (+1,7 ° of arc),

Most of the remaining methods have some inherent weakness, [Caseyg0]
provided no technical details, [Haseg0] was not sufficiently tested, and only
reports skew between 0° and 90 °, [Hindsg0] provided no data on the accuracy of
the method, and depends on a preprocessing phase that is vulnerable to skew,
Both [Baird87] and [Nakanog0] require a preprocessing phase that is vulnerable to
document skew, [Nakano90] appears to have the required accuracy, but was not
tested as extensively as [Baird87],

Most promising of the the methods presented are those of [Baird87],
[Srihari89], and [Post186], [Baird87] has the required accuracy, despite its
vulnerability to skew during preprocessing, and is quite efficient, [Srihari89] is
insensitive to skew, but further testing is required to demonstrate the attainable
accuracy,

This author finds [Post186] the most impressive method presented, It is
independent of"the contents of the document image. That is, no preprocessing of
the image is necessary for this method to work, It is also reported to be more
accurate than the method presented in [Hase90], The continuous Fourier method
is a valuable addition, It allows an optical, real-time, hardware solution to be
built that could minimize document image skew before digitization, Then, since
the image would have (nearly) zero skew, top-d_:_wn segmentation can be
performed with greater confidence and more accuracy. Due to the nature of type-
setting (for older documents in particular) each segment may then need some
form of skew detection. In these cases, since preprocessing has already been
completed, Baird's method [Baird87] would yield the best results,

Skew Detection and Page Orientation Methods in Optical Character .R.e_ogn!t!on Page !_
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Abstract

The objective of this research is to develop algorithms for recognition of
characters and words in printed cursive scripts. Among such scripts are printed
Arabic, Bengal], and Farsi, We will focus on Arabic and Farsi because we are

fluent in these languages and no commercial OCl_ device for these languages is
currently available, Moreover, the demand for recognition of these languages

has increased significantly due t.o recent events in the Middle Ea_,
The variety of type faces and type sizes makes accurate recognition of de.

tached printed characters, such as English texts, difficult, We face two ad-
ditlonai problems in recognition of printed Arabic and Farsi texts, The first
l_,,_blem Is extraction of individual characters from a word, Since characters in
a word are connected, lt is difficult to determine the beginning and ending of

individual characters, Another problem is the position dependency of Arabic
, and Farsi character shapes, For instance, the Arabic alphabet consists of 29

characters, and each character takes a different shape depending on its posi-
tion, Therefore, we must recognize not only character shapes but also their
position in a word correctly,

To overcome these problems, we will investigate two approaches', character.
based and word-based approaches. In the character-based approach, we will

attempt to use a sophisticated segmentation algorithm to improve the accu.
racy of character extraction from a word, We shall use neural nets to classify
characters, Artificial neural nets have been successfully used for a variety of
pattern recognition tasks, We will build and train nets for Arabic and Farst

symbols using Neural Shell V3.0 on the Cray computer,
Our second approach treats a printed word as a pattern and attempts to

classify the pattern without decomposing lt into characters. This word.based
approach eliminates the character extraction process. However, the number

of possible classes will be large because a typical dictionary contains around
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75,000 words (classes). We will take advantage of the power of the vector
processors in the Cray Y/MP to build classifiers for Arabic and Farsi.

The results of this research would demonstrate the effectiveness of the Cray
supercomputer in solving this class of problems.

1 Introduction

Advances in communication and coI_puter technologies have allowed us to exchange
and retrieve information quickly through the electronic media. Although some doc-
uments are generated by word processors and desktop publishing systems, the vast
majority of published documents, e,_pecially in foreign countries, have not been in-
tegrated into an electronic environment. Optical character recognition (OCR) is the
technique to convert printed symbols into computer readable form and is the key
technology to convert information into a form suitable for electronic processing.

The objective of this research is to develop algorithms for recognition of characters
and words in printed cursive scripts in which characters in a word are connected.
Among such scripts are printed Arabic, Bengali, and Farsi. We will focus on Arabic
and Farsi because we are fluent in these languages and no commercial OCR device
['or these languages is currently available. Moreover, the demand for recognition of
Arabic and Farsi has increased significantly due to recent events in the Middle East.

Traditional OCR research focuses on texts that are made up predominantly of
detached characters, such as printed English, Japanese, and Cyrillic. The Calera
RS9000, one of the best OCR devices on the market today, recognizes approximately
98 percent of detached English characters. On the other hand, since it is difficult to
isolate characters of a word in a cursive script, the best current recognition rate of
printed Arabic is far from satisfactory, i.e., approximately 85 percent [Amin86]. This
proposed research attempts to improve the recognition rate of scripts written in such
languages.

This research will be cosponsored by the Information Science Research Institute
(ISRI) at UNLV. ISRI was established in October 1990 when the Howard R. ttughes
College of Engineering received funding from the U.S. Department of Energy for
experimental research in electronic document analysis. ISRI is focused on improving
OCR technology and testing new ideas in document analysis.

2 Methodology

The versatility of type faces and type sizes makes accurate recognition of printed En-
glish characters difficult. We face two additional problems in recognition of printed
Arabic and Farsi texts. The first problem is extraction of individual characters from
a word. Since characters in a word are connected, it is difficult to determine the
beginning and ending of individual characters. Another problem is the position de-
pendency of Arabic and Farsi character shapes. For instance, the Arabic alphabet
consists of 29 characters, and each character takes a different shape depending on



its position within a word: beginning shape, middle Shape, end shape, and stand-
alone shape. Therefore, we must recognize not only character shapes but also their
positions in a word correctly.

' Amin [Amin86] combined the character-based approach and a syntactic pattern
recognition technique to achieve a recognition rate of 85 percent. His program first
segments a word into subwords by decomposing the word image into a set of columns.
Each subword is assigned to one of a predetermined set of tokens according to its
shape; therefore, a word is converted into a string of tokens. A string is simplified
by removing repeated tokens, and a substring of a simplified string corresponds to a
character. Finally, each substring is parsed by his dictionary program and assigned
to an Arabic character.

Amin's method has two weaknesses. He uses a rather simple segmentation algo-
rithm which may cause OCR errors due to missegmentations. Another weakness is
that his character classifier uses a small number of character features. Therefore, his
method may fail to correctly classify characters whose overall shapes are similar but
have minor differences in detail.

To overcome these weaknesses, we will investigate two approaches: character-
based and word-based approaches. In the character-based approach, we will attempt
to use a more sophisticated segmentation algorithm, such as [Tsji91], to improve the
accuracy of character extraction from a word. We will use artificial neural nets to
classify characters. Artificial neural nets have been used successfully for a variety of
pattern recognition tasks [Nelsgl]. We will build and train nets, for Arabic and Farsi
symbols using Neural Shell V3.0 on the Cray computer.

We will construct two types of artificial neural nets, namely Hopfield net and
Hamming net, in this research. A Hopfield net has b .en used successfully to recognize
detached characters [Hopf86]. The Hamming net is a neural net implementation
of the optimum classifier for binary patterns corrupted by random noise [Lipp87].
Therefore, these nets are suitable for our OCR systems.

Our second method treats a printed word as a pattern and attempts to classify the
pattern without decomposing it into characters. This word-based approach eliminates
the character extraction process. However, the number of possible classes will be
large because a typical dictionary contains around 75,000 words (classes). Designing
a classifier for 75,000 classes is very computation intensive. We plan to exploit the
computation power of the vector processors in the Cray computer to build classifiers
for Arabic and Farsi.

3 Research Facilities

The Information Science Research Institute will provide the following image process-
ing equipment for generating digitized pages:

• A Fujitsu M3096E+ Image Scanner will be used to digitize printed pages.

• A Seaport Imaging Deskewing board will be used to correct the alignment and
rotation of page images.
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• Workstations will be used to develop programs for extracting words and char-
acter from digitized pages.

The NSCEE will provide the following facilities for building and training OCR
systems:

• The Cray Y/MP is used to handle the large number of computations.

• Neural Shell V3.0 routines will be used to construct and train neural nets.

The data will be transferred via the campus computer network from the ISRI to
the NSCEE.

4 Timetable

We plan to conduct our research in three phases. The period of each phase as well
as research the tasks are as follows:

Phase 1 (three months):

• Create training and test data.

• Develop programs for extracting words and characters from text-lines.

Phase 2 (six months):

• For the character-based approach, train neural nets.

• For the word-based approach, extract features from words and design a classi-
fier.

• For the word-based approach, compare neural nets and feature-based classifi-
cation techniques.

• Prepare the first semiannual report to Cray Research, Inc.

Phase 3 (three months)'.

• Evaluate the performance of the OCR systems.

' • Prepare the second semiannual report to Cray Research, Inc.

• Document and publish the results.



5 Benefit to Cray

In the last few years, the accuracy of commercial optical character recognition (OCR)
devices has improved substantially. For a typical collection of non-uniform English
language documents, between 98 and 99% correct recognition (on a character basis)
can be achieved by the best OCR devices currently available. For uniform documents,
accuracies approaching 99.8% are not uncommon. Typical recognition accuracy of
these devices for non-English language documents is significantly worse.

Also, in recent years, neural-net approaches to discrimination in high dimen-

sional/highly non-linear problem domains have shown much promise [Nels91]. Es-
pecially in the area of OCR of foreign language documents, neural-nets have the
potential of providing significant improvements in recognition accuracy.

One major impediment to the development of effective neural net recognizers
is the effort required to select the neural architecture which can provide the most
effective discrimination. To do this, several architectures must be explored. That
is, various nets must be trained (for a large set of data) and compared for recog-
nition efficiency. Proper training of even one network architecture is an extremely
computation intensive task.

The authors believe that, using the Neural Shell 3.0 software on the Cray Y/MP
supercomputer, it will be possible to develop and train a neural-net based OCR device
which will provide a significant improvement in the best current reported accuracy
for Arabic (and Farsi) documents.

The successful development of an improved neural-net Arabic OCR device using
the power of the Cray Y/MP would benefit Cray in several ways. First, the results of
this research would demonstrate the usefulness of the Cray supercomputer to develop
better OCl:t algorithms. (The script languages proposed in this study are, of course,
some of the most difficult languages to recognize.) Second, it would demonstrate the
value of the power of the Y/MP in training neural-nets for many other kinds of image
recognition problems. In essence, the Cray supercomputer is a powerful candidate to
carry out the intensive computations inherent to this type of work.

6 Deliverables

We propose to produce the following items.

• Training and test data to conduct Arabic and Farsi OCR experiments.

• Neural nets for Arabic and Farsi text recognition running on the Cray.

• Two Master's theses.

• Archival publications in journals and conferences.

• Semiannual reports to Cray Research, Inc.
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7 Budget

The Information Science Research Institute (ISRI) will match the requested budget.
As mentioned in Section 3, it will also provide image processing equipment, work-
stations, access to its library, and office space for graduate students without charge,
Moreover, ISRI will contribute the secretarial services needed for this project.

ISRI is currently funded by the United States Department of Energy to conduct
research in the area of OCR of English l_mguage documents. It wishes to expand its
research efforts to include OC,R of foreign l_nguage documents.

Budget Table

Description External Cray Total Budget
',' , .......... ' 2 ,,,' _2 ,

A. Personnel:

Al. 1 month salary of Dr. Shahram I,tttifl $5,800 $5,800
A2. 1 month salary of Dr, Junichi I(_nai $5,100 $5,100
A3. 1 year tuition and salary oI't,woGrads, $11,580 $11,580 $23,160
B. Fringe Benefits (%3) $501 $521 $1,022

C. Total salaries and fringe I)(elaefits $17,181 $17,901 $35,082
D. Travel (2 domestic conferences) $1,000 $1,000 $2,000
E. Computer Resources'
El. Cray System Billing Unit $2,420 $2,420 $4,840
E2. Permanent Storage $50 $50 $100
E3. Sun 4/490 file server $150 $150 $300

'9E4. Printing or other output $25 $.5 $50
F. Miscellaneous:

F1. Materials and Supplies $100 $100 $200
I-2. l:',.blication Charges $ 200 $200 $400
H. To{al costs $21(]'26 $21,846 .... $42,972

Details of Budget:

AI. This item reflects 1 month of summer support for the Principal
Investigator, Dr. Shahram Latifi.

A2. This item reflects 1 month of summer support for the Coprincipal
Investigator, Dr. Junichi Kanai.

A3. This item covers the tuition and the stipend for two graduate stu-
dents working on the project for the entire year (Tuition for nonresi-
dent:$4,380/semester, Stipend: $800/month for 9 months).

B. This item reflects the fringe benefits charged by UNLV, and is calcu-
lated at 3°5 of AI+A2+A3.

C. Total salaries and fringe benefits (AI+A2+A3+B)

D, The proposed travel budget covers the cost of attending two domestic
conferences ($1,000/Conference Trip).
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El, This item covers the cost of 20 System Billing Units at the rate
$242/SBU,

E2, The cost of 50 megabytes Permanent storage for 180 days at the rate
of $0.014/megabyte/day,

E3. The cost associated with 20 hours usage of the 4/490 CPU at the
rate of $15 / CPU hour.

E4. The cost of approximately 500 pages of computer printout at the rate
of $.10/page,

F. This item covers miscellaneous costs such as', expenses associated with
the printing of technical reports, ordering of conference proceedings, re-
search monographs, postage, and telephone charges associated with the
project,
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